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Budging Culture 

 
 

Hope Johnson RN, MSN, CNOR, 
NEA-BC 

Director of Operative Services 



Objectives 

■ At the conclusion of the presentation, 
the learner will be able to: 

– Describe degrees of change within the OR 
and SPD environment 

– Modify systems to change behavior 
– Measure implemented methods to shift 

culture 



Disclaimer 

■ Culture shifting is an ongoing journey 
■ You will find changing culture is a 

gradual change 



What is Culture? 
■ Organizational culture is the collective 

behavior of humans that are part of an 
organization. 

■ It is formed by the organization values, 
visions, norms, working language, 
systems, it includes beliefs and habits. 

■ It includes patterns of accepted 
behavior. 
 



OR Culture 

■ Teamwork 
■ Language 
■ Customs 
■ Personality 
■ Roles and hierarchy 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about research study on teamwork and the discrepancy in the perception of the RNs and the MDs – similar to our small sample.Language – own language – instruments, procedures, equipmentCustoms – Internship, growing our own, the lehigh valley way of surgery, how we prepare patients, relationship with departmentsPersonality – type A’s drawn, noted behavior and conversation considered “acceptable” by the massesRoles and Hierarchy – Nurse-physician relationships, Advanced practice providers, residents, medical students Quote from LVHN Root Cause Analysis (RCA): “Scrub Nurse thought it was odd that the surgical consent indicated right side but the surgeon was standing on the left.  She did not question the surgeon because she thought he knew what he was doing.”



SPD Culture 

■ Teamwork 
■ Production line mentality 
■ Location of department 
■ Lack of attention 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teamwork – work together – yet also in solitude – Production Line – blue collar, continual flow of instruments or product.  Great example for SPPI to workLocation – in the basement; feel inferior to #1 customer (OR)Lack of attention – who knows about SPD  or what impact it has to the institution



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Work System Model 
The Work System Model supports that changing fundamental work behavior 
requires modifying the system within which employees work. This is 
accomplished by altering influences of behavior/scene in combination.  

Workplace Design: Arrangement of the physical & virtual work area 
 
Organizational Structure: lines and boxes (org chart) 
 
Decision Allocation: Who participates in what manner in which decisions 
 
Information Distribution: Who gets to know what and when 
 
Measurement/scorecard: What is tabulated, the scorecard 
 
Rewards/Punishments: What the system truly recognizes, ignores, rewards and 
punishment 
 
Task or Work Processes: Job content (processes, descriptions, protocols) 
 
People/Skills : Orientation, history, culture, skills of organization members, education 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gregory P. Shea, PhD and associates 



Barriers to Change 

■ Cognitive 
■ Limited Resources 
■ Motivation 
■ Politics 



What is our story? 

■ In the OR 
– Start to build a culture of safety 
– Focus on the teamwork and 

communication 
■ In SPD 

– Create recognition surrounding the 
department 

– Support self-worth and promotion 



OPERATING ROOM 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Periop Team Training 

■ Mandatory Course 
■ Joint interest for Departments of 

Surgery, Anesthesiology and 
Perioperative Services 

■ Held over 18 months across 2009-2011 
■ Use data to build the course 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2007 – the team – Pasquale, DOE, Hope, discuss simulation and create a presentationFinally came to fruition and turned into the Periop Team Training. – Discuss in another slide.  Importance of baseline data to spark change initiative and compare to post-change culture 



Course Outline 

■ Introduction/Background 
■ Crew Resource Management 
■ Team Communication 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What were our goals?Recognize the "patient" as the most important person in the operating roomArticulate effective communication and teamwork techniques which will decrease the incidence of negative surgical outcomesRecognize and implement techniques for effective communication in the Departments of Anesthesiology, Surgery and Perioperative ServicesExecute a culture of safety in the Departments of Anesthesiology, Surgery and Perioperative Services environment to increase positive patient and staff satisfactionUsed the statistics from the culture of safety survey which indicated: Only 43% of people are willing to question / challenge authority53% of staff are afraid to ask questions when something does not seem right(Tie this back to the culture that currently existed)Explain what type of culture we are going for:The patient always comes first and is the most important person in the room.With so many actions happening all of the time in the OR, safety is everyone’s responsibility.  Without effective communication about safety issues errors could occur.A perceived hierarchy or authority gradient should never interfere with patient safety. Everyone needs to work as a team to prevent errors. Crew Resource – Utilized videos from airline industries.  Found contrasts to the OR environment  Diffusions of innovation – take what the airline industry has done for decades and move towards patients.  Show contrast in how technology is advancing, environments are changing – which are all impetus to change – however we have not done so.  Talked about why team are necessary – what is making up our team and what essential team elements are.   Went through good communication and bad communication, barriers to communication, and techniques.  Utilized home-made videos of good and bad technique for key regulations such as the Time Out and briefing/debriefing.  Even spoke about feeding forward the good work at Muhlenberg in the debriefing which shows a contact between societies which can produce change in culture.Spoke about communication in the environment – situational awareness, shared mental models, SBAR, Call Out, Check Back and conflict resolution – DESC, CUS, 2 challenge rule – stop the line concept.  Expectations about what to do if the first of any fail – how to elevate it.     



Retrospectively 

■ Talked about what is important for a 
culture of safety 

■ Failed to nail down the expectations for 
all involved 

■ Began the conversation 
■ Had people talking 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Were aware a second part would need to be completed to further engage in the conversation.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Tasks/Work Process 

■ Surgical Technician certification 
■ Perioperative Technical Partner 

reorganization 
■ OR Efficiency 
■ Regulatory requirements 

 
 



Surgical Technician 
Certification 

■ Altered job description 
■ Support through certification 

requirement 
■ Staff champions 
■ 100% certification across the network 



Perioperative Technical 
Partner Reorganization 

■ One massive team divided into 3 based 
on work task 

■ Continual meetings leading up to 
change 

■ Implemented change 
■ Re-evaluation of change with continued 

actions (PDCA) 
 



SPPI 
■ Not only a departmental culture shift – 

but organization wide 
■ Forces a change in thought pattern  

– Do more with less 
– Evaluate your processes to capture most 

efficient 
– Use tools to help the journey 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This goes along with the health care reform.  It provides us a framework with how we can alter our culture and shift our thinking.  Provides the outline for process improvement.  



Tools Helping Culture Shift 

■ Transparency 
– Visibility Boards 
– Daily Metric Board 

■ 6S 
■ Value Stream Mapping 
■ A3 thinking  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The transparency piece is important for the culture shift.  This is not part of our norm.  We never exposed negatives unless it was a direct impact – and even then it was in limited forum.  (eg RCA from MH never shared with CC)  Now tracking what is important.  We use these boards to springboard continued effects from changes made to key efficiency processes in the OR seen in the last slide6S – use of red tags showed us we don’t need somethingValue Stream Mapping  and A3 – we have been programmed to think a certain way – this changes that.  It provides a framework to really examine what is wrong and provide real fixes.  I believe this has gotten our staff involved in the process – which is a different feel for the culture.



OR Efficiency Work 

■ On Time First Case Start 
■ Turnover Time 
■ Immediate Use Sterilization 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OTFCS feed forward from Muhlenberg tell storyTOT – group work  tell story and work through the processIU - blueprint



Regulatory Changes 

■ Joint Commission represents an 
ideological shift 

■ Pre-procedural assessment 
■ Time Out (regulations) 
■ Health Care Reform 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideologic shift to patient safety in the procedural world.  These force the hospitals to comply with particular ideals – irrelevant to cultural implications.  Physicians not desiring to engage in these safety measures were not allowed to operate.  An altered dynamic promoting a new cultural model within ORs across the nation.  World Health Organization added to movement by developing the preinduction briefing and debriefing.  Although not mandatory – several studies proved their worth in decreasing safety issues in ORs.  An altered social dynamic with regards to health care reimbursement forces cultures to change.  We have no choice.  Health Care Reform has def. caused us to examine our processes and how changes to reimbursement will effect us if we continue to do things the same way.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Location, Location, Location 

■ Movement of a manager’s office to 
increase visibility 

 



Location of Supplies 

■ North Storage movement 
■ Move the supplies closer to the work 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Addition of Management 

■ Key organizational additions 
– Manager of Operative Services 
– Manager of Support Services 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Getting Staff Involved 

■ Employee Satisfaction Committee 
■ Process Mapping Exercises 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Additional Communication 

■ Increased team meetings within weekly 
inservice schedule 

■ Daily Metric Boards 
– OR Efficiencies 

■ Visibility Walls 
■ Days of Safety 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Data Collection and Report 

■ Daily Metric Boards 





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Recognitions 

■ Expectations on PRIDE behaviors 
■ Celebrations of our success  

– OTFCS carnival 
– Robotics success 

■ Kudos awards 



STERILE PROCESSING 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



People/Skills 

■ Organizational Development Work 
Sessions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Low employee satisfaction scores – 2.33 and the interim leadership caused a different approach.  We did not want to wait to measure it next time.  Did check in’s.  Basic scale 1-5 how are we doing – what is going well and what can be done better?  This information was summarized and quantified into the top 3 things that we could work on or was going well.  What we saw was a shift – first was relationship based – trust etc.  Then we saw a shift to technical things – more materials/instruments/space.  Would talk openly about what was said last time and ask if things were better, worse, or the same – to check in on the responsible party.  It reiterated they were heard from previous meetings.This was to look at the people…bc if they aren’t healthy, the cannot begin to make change or process improvement.  This is what we thought and engaged OD.  Having the employees feel they have a voice leads to buy in and then gives you more of a chance to succeed.Do not want to  rely on this type of angle too long, as the manager should be taking it over.  At that time, with the change, they did not have that person to go to, so OD was a very important ally in moving the culture needle.    They felt supported especially during the negative time.  We gained buy in on things that are different.  The push to make certification mandatory was done at this time.  The group felt supported and trusted the leadership to 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Tasks/Work Processes 

■ Reorganization of SP Techs and 
addition of Surgical Technologists 

■ Sterile Processing Technician 
Certification 

■ SPPI -  Value Stream 2 
 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Construction 
■ Construction Project 

– SPPI was the catalyst 
– Value Stream #2 – chosen based on 

approved construction for the department 
– Form follows function 

■ Major Changes 
– Movement of dry goods and instruments 
– New equipment 
– New process flow 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Organizational Structure 

■ Managerial changes 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Decisions 

■ Process Mapping 
■ Construction Plans 
■ Organizational Development Meetings 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Who Gets To Know What 

■ Information is transparent 
■ Several visibility walls 
■ Daily Metric Board 
■ Increased staff meetings 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Measurements 

■ Daily Metric Board 
■ Immediate Use Sterilization 
■ Incomplete trays 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to look at how we can change those behaviors – using Greg Shea’s work system model.  7 things to look at an influence in order to have change management.  



Rewards 

■ Working towards revamping R&R 
■ Accountability within the department 

 



So How Do You Do It? 

■ Win hearts and minds of those that will 
change – make them trust you 

■ Come with clear vision – hit more than 
this is what we have to do and why – hit 
the heart 

■ Experience harsh realities 
■ Focus on what uses limited resources 

but will help with large change 
 
 



■ ID stakeholders and be systematically 
responsive to them 

■ Draw on full capability of staff 
■ Put in place new systems and process 

that support the change/vision 
■ Reinforce by transparency 



Leadership Expectations 

■ Ensure leadership buy in – this is a 
mistake to only look at front line 

■ Lead by example 
■ On going and never ending process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.leadership-and-motivation-training.com/changing-workplace-culture.html



QUESTIONS 
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